
neeting of the Ànerican Society of Civil Engíneerê
and Èhe Engineering fnstitute of Canada, John Clark
of Alcoa concluded! 'fn the nain, it has been shordn
that alu¡ninun in bridges give trouble-free, nainte-
nance-free service--up to 28 years in the exarnples
cited."

Ten years later, the 1983 survey of these same
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bridges leads to a sinilar conclusion. On the basis
of engineering applicabitity, aluminum is now a
proven naterial for bridge construction. any ini-
tíaL cost prenium is more than justified by low
maintenance and long life.

Publication of this paper sponsored by Committee on General Structures.

Finite-Element Load Distribution Factors for
Multi-T-Beam Bridges

PATRICK R. REISNOUR and FAHIM A. BATLA

ABSTRÀCT

In this paper the deterrnination of the lat-
eral distribution of wheel loads on multi-T-
bean bridges using the finite-elenent nethod
ís presented. The results are compared with
existing applicable ÀASHTO specifications
ancl other ¡nethods found in the literature.
the evaluation of lateral wheel load ilistri-
bution is of irnportance because of the sig-
nificance of the localized effects of wheel
loads on stresses and ¿leflections of indi-
vidual T-beams and nust be determined with
sufficíent accuracy. ft is found that sig-
nificant ilifferences exist ín r+heel load
distributions determined using appJ.icable
specifications and other methods compared
with distributions deter¡nined using the
finite-elenent ¡nethod of structurat analysis.

The use of precasÈ concrete conponents for the con-
struction of nulti-T-bean briilge superstructures
with short to rnedium span lengths is increasing
because of the ease of construction and relative
economy associated with thÍs type of superstructure.
Because of the complexity of the behavior of rnulti-
T-bean superstructures, the bridge engÍneer rnust
often reLy on design aids to avoid the complicated
rnathenatical procedures of a rigorous analysis.
these design aids should be simple to use yet lead
to sufficíently accurate designs.

For bridges with short to mediun spans, consider-
able enphasis nust be placed on the calculation of
stresses and deflections due to wheel loads. This
emphasis is necessary because the locaI effects of
these loads are of considerable significance in
comparison r'rith those effects caused by the other
loads on the superstructure that are better distrib-
uted both longitudinalty and transversely. There-
fore the lateral distribution of wheel loads on
multi-T-bearn superstructures nust by deterrninecl with
a considerable degree of accuracy.

In this paper a comparison of factors used for
the lateral distribution of wheel loads on nonskewecl
multi-T-bean superstructures obtained by several-

nethods is presented. The load distribution factors
that are based on existing desígn aids and other
methods are compared with distribution factors de-
Èerrnined using modern technÍques of structural anal-
ysis based on the finite-elenent method. In the
finite-element method, T-bean-type or sinilar struc-
tural systems are represented as an assemblage of
plate finite elements and the overall behavior of
the structure is then represente¿l by the interaction
of in-plane and out-of-plane plate deformâtions of
the plate elements.

A multi-T-bean bridge superstructure is con-
structe¿l by placing single-, double-, or multiple-
stem T-beans side by síde on the supports (Figure
f). In thís investigation the ftanges of adjacent
T-bea¡ns are assumed to be connected throughout the
length of the superstructure in a manner that pro-
vides fuII transfer of transverse shear and bending
monents bet\reen the bearns. The behavior of a nulti-
T-beam superstructure can be represented as the
interaction of the longitudinal bending, transverse
bending, and torsional behaviors of the superstruc-
ture (Figure 2). These individual aspects of the
overall behavior of the structure are in turn depen-
dent on structural parameters such as span lengths
and thickness of the flanges and stens. The distance
bet\deen the stems, width of the superstructure,
depth of the stems, and positíon of wheel loads also
affect the behavior of the superstructure. The
parameters, which influence the distribution of
vrheel loa¿ls, that are varied in this study include '

1. Span length,
2. Width of the superstructure,
3. Depth of Èhe superstructure,

FIGURE I Cross section of multi-T-beam superstructure.
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ent flexural properties in the transverse and longi-
tudinal directions (4-6). The actual flexural proP-
erties in the transverse direction of a nultí-T-beam
superstructure are not unifor¡n across the widlth
becausê of the localized contribution of the tor-
sional stiffness of the stetns to the transverse
bending stiffness of the flange. Eor¡ever, in or-
thotropic plate theory, the transverse bending
stiffness of the orthotropic plate is taken as the
unifor¡n distribution of the actual flexural stiff-
ness.

In addition to the assunption of uniforrn flexural
properties in the trânsverse and longitudinal direc-
tions, assunptions pertaining to classical thin
plate theory are also used in the orthotropic plate
approach (4-6). Furthermore' the following assurnp-
tions are used by Sanders and Elleby G).

1. Poissonrs ratio is equal to zero,
2. AI1 connections transfer full monent and

shear,
3. The spacing between beams and diaphragns is

uniform,
4. The superstructure is rectangular in plan,
5. The beans are of equal stiffness, and
6. The superstructure behaves elastically.

with the exception of the first of these assurnp-
tions, the same assumptions nere used for the anal-
yses of nulti-T-bea¡n superstructures by Aziz et al.
l2r. Furthertûore' in the analyses it is assumed
èhat no internediate diaphragns are used ln the
superstructure G).Application of the orthotropíc plate noalel to
represent the behavior of a ¡nultl-T-bean superstruc-
ture consists of representing the superstructure as
a flat plate sinply supportedl at the ends and free
along the longitudinal edges. In superstructures
where the spacing betneen stens or the depth of the
stens is large ín comparison with other di¡nensions
of the T-beams, the orthotropic plate model presents
a grosa sinplification of the actual behavior of the
superstructure because of the nanner in which the
transverse and longitudinal bending stiffnesses and
the torsÍonaI stiffness are treated.

In superstructures wlth large spacings betgreen
the stens, or deep stetns, or both, the localized
transverse stiffness of the flange in the viclnity
of the stems creates a condition of transverse bend-
ing sirnilar to the bentting of a bean that is contin-
uous over elastic supports (Flgurê 3). These elastic
supports (stens) provide resistance to rotation (due
to torsional stiffness of the stem) anil resistance
to vertical translation (due to longitudinal bending
stiffness of the superstructure). Therefore, to
arrive ât å sufficiently accurate solution for the
behavior under load of a nulti-T-beam superstruc-
ture' Èhe use of orthotropic plate theory is limited
to those superstructures where the alimensions of the
individual T-beams are such that the uniform trans-
verse bending stiffness of the orthotropic platê

@ = tr"n"""rse stillness

I Longituoinal Bending St¡ttness

FIGURE 3 Continuous beam analogy.
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FIGURE 2 Deflection behavior.

4. Transverse position of the wheel loads,
5. tongitudínal position of the wheel loadsr antt
6. Number of traffic lanes.

The following pärameters influence the lateral
ilistribution of wheel loads and are the sa¡ne for all
the superstructures analyzed in this study.

1. spacing of beans,
2. F1ange thickness,
3. Thickness of stems,
4. LocaÈion of diaphragmsr and
5. Span-to-depth ratio.

It should be noted thatr in the course of developing
final design aids for deternining wheel load élistri-
bution factors for multi-T-bean superstructures' the
influence of the paratneters that rnay affect the
lateral distribution of wheel loads nust be
thoroughly investigated. This is a monumental task.
However, ihis task can be made easier and the re-
sults rnore accurate by use of the finite-elernent
nethod of .structural analysis.

To inítiate the conparíson of wheel load distri-
bution factors based on various ¡nethods of analysist
it is useful to first díscuss the theories on which
the analysis nethods and design aids are based. The
tliscussion of theories and nethods of analysis is
presented in the nêxt section. Thls is followed by
the presentation and discussion of the results of
the investigation described previously.

!¡IETHODS OF ÀNÀLYSIS

The finite-element nethod, the provisions of Àrticle
1.3.1(B) of AASHTo Standard Specifications for High-
hray Bridges (f), and procedures tleveloped by Àziz et
aI. (!) are usetl to deternine distribution factors
for wheel loads in this study. The finite-elenent
rnethod is used to determine thê distribution of
stresses and defleëtions in nulti-T-bean superstruc-
tures ancl single T-bêarns. These dlistributions are
in turn used to calculate the distributlon factors.
Distribution factors are deternineil using AÀSHTo
design aids based on the spacing between the stems
(I) and, in the procedures presented by Azíz lal,
the calculation of distribution factors requires the
evaluation of several dinrensionless stiffness coef-
fícients of the superstructure.

The AASHTO provisions for load distribution on
beam and slab bridges, which are revisions to the
specifications propose¿l by Sanders and Elleby (f) 

'and the procedure presenteil by Azíz et aI. G) are
based on analyses of bridge superstructures using
orthotropic plate theory and tests conducted on
actual briilges.

rn orthotropic plate theory, the behavior of the
superstructures is modeled as the behavior of a
plate with unifor¡n thickness and unifor¡¡ but differ-

ffi
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dtoes not differ greatty frorn the actual stiffness at
any transverse location in the flange.

As noted previously, the lateral distribution of
wheel loads is affected by the longitudinal and
transverse bending behavior and the torsional be-
havior of the superstructure. The longitudinal
bending behavior of the superstructure produces
longitudinal in-plane stresses in the flange and
ste¡ns (Figure 4). The transverse bending noments
produce Èransverse distortions of the stems and
flanges in the plane of the cross section that in
turn Ínfluence the torsional properties of the cross
sectÍon.

-,-= E=L _Z-.F-t-t-,_r I l¿ I
ln-Plane Stresses Due lo I

Bondins of Beam 
I

Strêsses Due to Bend¡ng ol Flangê l--l
About lts Centro¡dal A¡¡s I '

FIGURE 4 Longitudinal stresses

caused by bending'

In Figure 4 it can be seen that the thíckness of
the flanges ís s¡nall in conparison with the overall
depth of the structure. The longiÈudinal in-plane
stiesses in the flange due to longitudinal bending
of the fLange plates about their centroiclal axes are
quite smaLl- in conparison with the longitudinal
in-plane stresses in the flange due to the longitu-
dinal bending of the T-beatn cross section about its
neutral axis. Hence, the longitudinal plate bending
stresses of the flange due to ben¿ling about its
centroidal axis can be neglecte¿|. Furthermore'
because the longitudinal tlimensions of the flange
are tnuch greater than the transverse dinensions
bethreen the ste¡ns, the bending of the flange ñay be

treated as predominantly one-etay (transverse) bend-
ing. ' Sirnilar reasoning can be apPlie¿l to the stems
to show that they are also subject to one-way bend-
ing in the direction across the ¿lepth of the stem'
Multi-T-bearn suPerstructures can therefore be clas-
eif,ied as folded Plate structures that consist of
Iong flat plåtes joined at the folds.

The finite-elernent ¡nethod of structural analysls
provides a ¡neans of accurately representing the
actual geo¡netry of rnulti-T-bean superstructures as
well as the actual loading and support conclitions.
Furthernorer the finite-elenent rnethod elirninates
the neeil to rnake several sirnplifying assumptions
tl4)ically usecl in the analysis of foltled plate
structures with other analytic têchniques and
formulations (7'8). Modeling of a, nulti-T-bean
superstructure using the finite-element rnethod

eli¡ninates the neecl to assume thât the transverse
bending stiffness is a uniform distribution of the
actual stiffness because the actual distribution o.f
the transverse bending stiffness is represente¿l by
the ¡nodeI. Finite-element rnodeling also provicles an
accurate representation of the longitudinal and
twisting behavior of the structure. The finite-ele-
nent tnethod of structural analysis in general uses
the assunptions of classical thin plate bending and
in-plane elasticity theories because mo¿lel develop-
ments are tlpically base¿l on these theories. If
these assumptions are satisfactoryr the finite-eIe-
tnent nethodl leails to a ¡nuch nore accurate and
straightfornard analysis than do sirnplified methods
of analysis. The accuracy of the finíte-elenent
models used ln this stuily is demonstrated elsewhere
(!-II) where results.of finite-element analyses are
conpared with exPerlnental results and results baseal
on elasticity solutions that are considered exact.
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Tvro finite-element programs are used for the
analysis of multi-T-beam superstructures in this
study. The finite-efenent program FÀP, which was
developed by Bat1a (ÀI) specifically for the elastic
analysis of constant-depth, straight folded, plate
structuresr is usecl as is the finite-elenent progran
SAPIV (12). The FAP progran is usedl to ¿leternine
the distribution of stressês and ileflections due to
wheel loads (two vJheel loads per traffic lane) in
all the nulti-T-bearn superstructures consialered in
this study. The SAPIV program is used as a finite-
element analysis to provicle índependent verification
of the results. The stresses and deflections, due
to one wheel load on the beamr are also determined
in a single T-bean. The longitudinal location of
the wheel loads is the same for the superstructure
and the single T-bean. The transverse locations of
the wheel loa¿ls on the superstructures are díscussed
in the next section. The load factor representing
the lateral distribution of wheel Loads is aleter-
¡nined as the ratio of the rnaxirnum stress in the
superstructure to the naximurn stress in the single
T-bean. Load factors are ¿leterrninedl fron comparison
of rnaxi¡nu¡n peak stresses that occur in the flange
above the stens, comparíson of the maxirnu¡n tensile
stresses that occur at the bottom of the stems, an¿l

comparison of the maxinum deflections that occur in
the superstructure and single t-beams. The load
factors deternined using the finite-element analysis
and those determined usíng the metho¿ls discussed
previousty are presenteil in the next section. The
load factors based on conparison of the compressive
stresses, tensile stresses, and deflections using
the SAPIV finite-element program (12) are also
presented to cotnpare the load factors deternined
using different f inite-elenent models.

DETER¡4INATION OF WTTEEL IOAD DISTRIBUTION

The multi-T-bean superstructures for which wheel
Ioad itistributíons are deterníned ín this study are
assumed to be constructed of single-sten T-beams.
The span-to-depth ratio, spacing between ste¡ns,
flange thickness, and ste¡n widlth are the same for
each supersÈructure (Figure 5). The superstructures
considered here consist of two overall widths: two-
lane superstructures constructed of five T-beamst
and superstructures constructed of seven T-beams.
The latter are analyzed âs both two-lane and three-
lane bridges (Figure 6).

TT
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FIGURE 5 Cross section of typical single

T-beam.
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In the finite-element nethod, the superstructures
and single T-beans are modeled as sirnply supported
Írith end diaphragms that are' infinitely rigid in
their own plane but completely flexlble ln the di-
rection nor¡nal to the plane of the díaphrag¡nsi no
inter¡nediate diaphragms are usecl. The wheel loads
on the superstructure are applied at rniilspan as well-
as at a dÍstance fron the nidspan that represents
the location of the wheels of an ÀASH1¡O HS 20-44
truck load with the center of gravity of the truck
near the midspan (Figure 7). The lateral 1ocation
of wheel loads considered for the evaluation of load
factors is such that the loads act in the plane of
the stems (Figure 8).

'- L/2 L/2 L/2 L/2

FIGURE 7 Longitudinal location of
wheel loads.

FIGURE B Transverse location of
wheel loads.

As shown in Figure 8, two wheel loads are applied
on stens that are common to two lanés. For conve-
nience the finite-element idealizat.ion of the struc-
ture is done so that concentrated loads can be ap-
plied at the nodes. The wheel load cases shown in
Figure I represent cases. in which trucks are side by
side and their wheet loads are close enough together
to be assune¿l to be acting at the same point. The
rrheel loads are applied directly above the stems to
ensure that the naximun compressive and tensile
stresses occur at the top and botton of the stens,
respectively.

The ¡naximum stresses and deflections in the
nulti-T-beam superstructures shown ín Figure 6 and
corresponding single T-beams are presented by
Reisnour in his study of the lateral distribution of
r+heeL loads on rnulti-T-beam bridges (10). The dis-
tribution of conpressive stresses, due to singLe
wheel loads placed at tnÍdspan, in the flange of a
two-Iane, 4O-ft-span superstructure is shor+n Ín
Figures 9 through 11. Figure 9 shows the stresses
due to a wheel Ioâd over the stem of the central
T-bean. The stress distributions shown in Figures
10 and 11 are due to single wheel loails placed on
the T-beam adjacent to the central beam and the
rightnost T-bean, respectively. Figures 12 and l3
shor{r the distribution of conpressive stresses in the
flange due to tú¡o wheel loads in two positions at
nidspan. To illustrate the difference in the dis-
trÍbution of stress and deflections, the ctístribu-
tion of deflections due to the similar loading con-
ditions for the sane superstructurea is presented in
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FIGURE 9 Compressive stresses in
flange caused by single wheel load
over stem of central T-beam.

Unlls: PSI Q9:t6 Klp Wh..l lo.d

FIGURE l0 Compressive stresses in
flange caused by single wheel load on
T-beam adjacent to central stem.

L widrh=sar6=3o' 
- --l(Nesaljve Vatúor ¡nd¡cate rênstoñ)

Un¡ts = PSt &= t6 x¡p whc.t loåd

FIGURE 11 Compressive stresses in
flange caused by single wheel load on
rightmost T-beam.
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. Width= 5 ãt 6 =3Or- *,Ëi"'E j lål,ii"=;¡;;l
FIGURE f 2 Compressive stresses in
flange caused by two wheel loads:
position l.

L Wl.tth:s ât 6 :30 
1

' Un¡t¡= pst X= r€ xrÞ Wh..l Loåd
{X.9¡tlv. V!lu.! lndlcat' f'ñtlon)

FIGURE 13 ComPressive stresses in
flange caused by two wheel loads:
position 2.

Figures 14 through 18. The deflections shown in
Figures 14 through 16 are thosè ¿lue to single wheel
loads, and Figures 17 and 18 show the deflections
¿lue to trro nheel loads.

The wheel load distribution factors based on
¡naxi¡num peak conpressive stresseg in the flange'
¡naxí¡nurn tensile stresses at the bottom of the stems,
and ¡naximu¡n deflections as deternined using the
finite-element progran FAP for the analysis of the
superstructures shown in Figure 6 are presente¿l ln
Table l. Àlso given in TabÌe 1 are the load factors
calculatêd using the sÀPIv finite-element progran
(!A for the 30-ft-widler 40-ft-span superstructure
to indicate the reliabilíty of load factors deter-
mined using the different fínite-elenent moilels.
These distribution factors are calculateil using the
stresses and deftection due to wheel loads place¿l at
the nidspan of the superstructures and single
T-beams. Dístribution factors calculateil using the
stresses and deflections ¿lue to nheel loads Placed
ât a distance fron the ¡nidspan are not presented
because they are sinilar to those shown in Table I.

Accordíng to AÀSHTo provisions t!' Artlcle

Un¡l! = l.ch.r r 1OO. E: rO Xtp Wi..l Lord

FIGURE 14 Deflections caused by
single wheel load: position l.

, Wldrh 3 ¡t ô' 30'
ffi

FIGURE 15 Dellections caused
single wheel load: position 2.

I width=5at6:30'

Unltr = lnch.. ¡ !OOO. X = tO Klp Wh..l lo.d

FIGURE 16 Deflections caused by
single wheel load: position 3,

by
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F wldth= 5 6t 6'= 30' .l
Unll¡ = lncñ.t x tOOO. E= lC Xlp Whr.l Lo.d

FIGURB 17 Deflections caused by
two wheel loads: position I.

' Wldth 5 ât 6'3ô'' 

-

Unll. l.ch.. ¡ IOOO. tç = ta XlÞ Wn..l !o.d

FIGURE lB Deflections caused by
two wheel loads: position 2.

TABLE I Load Distribution Factors Based on Compressive
Stresses, Tensile Stresses, and Deflections as Determined Through
Finite-Element Analyses
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I.3.1(B)1, the wheel load dlstríbution factor for å
beatn and slab superstructure, with two or ¡nore traf'
fic lanes, constructed of concrete T-beans is deter-
tnined as

LF = s/6

rdhere

S = spacing beiseen stens (feet).

Because the spacing bet$reen stens of all the auper-
structures consídere¿l in thís study is 6 ftr the
¿listribution factors for these supdrstructures are
a1I equal to 1.

The procedure for ileternining distributlon fac-
tors for rnulti-T-beam superstructures using the
design aids presenÈed by Azíz et aI. (2, involves
calculation of two nond\mensional coefficents Èhât
are functíons of the stiffness paranetera of the
superstructure. These coefficients ar.e used to
deter¡nine the coefficiãnt D from charts presented in
their paper l2r. This coefficient D is corrected
using a parameter that is a function of the wlilth of
the traffic lanes. The distribution factor is then
calculated as

LF = S/D'

where

S = spacing between stems (feet) and
D'=correctedD(feet)

The ¡naxi¡nurn wheel load distribution factors for
each superstructure calculated using the finite-ele-
nent nethod presented in Table 1 are given in Tablê
2 along with the distribution factors deter¡nined
using the design aíds of AÀSHTO (I) and Aziz et al.
(21 .

TABLE 2 Load Distúbution Factors Ba¡ed on Various Methods

Method
No.

Span Width of
(ft) (fÐ Lanes

40'

Finite
Element

AASHTO Aziz et al.(!)@
40302

422
423

60302
422
423

80302
422
423

100 30 2
422
423

|.23
I .19
1.47
1.25
1.t 1
1.46
1.28
1.19
1 .45
1.30
t.20
t.47

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
i.00
1.00
l 00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.ll
1.t7
I .15
1.09
l l3
L07
1.08
1.17
1.11
1.07
I .17
l.09

Span
(fÐ

No. Based on Based on
Width of Compressive Tensile
(fÐ Lanes Stresses Stresses

Based on
Deflections

40

60

80

100

STJI¡II,TARY AND DISCUSSION

The data presented in Table 1 indicate that wheel
load distribution factors based on comparison of
compressive stresses, tensile stresses, and deflec-
tions aI1 differ for each of the given superstruc-
tures. Figures 9 through 13 and 14 through 18 iI-
lustrate the dífferences betrdeen the ¿listribution of
compressive stresses ín the flange and deflections.
The difference betvreen clistríbution factors based on
tensile stresses and those based on cornpressive
stresses indicates that there is a difference in the
manner in which these stressês âre distributed.
this difference in the distribution of compressive

30
30

42
30
42
42
30
42
42
30
42
42

2
2
2
J

2
2
3

t.23
1.294
1.19
|.47
1.25
1.17
1.46
t.28
l.19
t.4s
1.30
r.20
I .47

1.14
l l0a
1.06
1.34
1.16
1.07
1.35
l.l5
I .06
| .34
],l.4
1.05
L33

1.04
1.02à
0.93
1.r9
1.11
0.96
l 19
1.10
0.99
1.22
t.ll
0.99
L24

aBased on analyse$ using SAPIV; all othd results are based on ue of FAp
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and tensile stresses is due to the presence of shear
Iag at the junction of the flange an¿l stensr there
is no shear lag effect at the bottom of the stems.
The stress dístributíons shown in Figures 91 10' anil
12 shovr the occurrence of shear lag where the space
bethreen consecutive contours decreases more sharply
along the loaded stern of the T-beam than at other
Iocations across the witlth.

Figure 11 shows a region in the flange rrhere a
Iongitudinal stress reversal occurs at one si¿le of
the superstructure when the wheel loacl is located
near the other edge. In the orthotropic plate model
the superstructure is treated as a flat plate sinply
supported on the ends, free along the e¿lges, and
with uniform properties in the transverse and longi-
tudinal directions. For this reason' under general
wheel loading conditions, the orthotropic plate
¡nodel of the superstructure will- not be capable of
preilicting this stress reversal in the longitudinal
direction of the superstructure, which may cause
tensÍle stresses in the flange. Although the longi-
tudinal stresses ín the flange will be conpressive
nhen the deacl load and other wheel loads are placed
on the superstructure of the bridge shown ín Figure
1lr thêre rnay be cases, especially in structures
where the width-to-span ratio is high, erhere the
tensíle stresqes in the flange of the superstructure
are quite signíficant and the net stress due to the
superposition of aII the loads may result in a lon-
gitudinal tensile stress in the flange.

Comparison of the distribution factors deter¡nined
using the provisions of Àrticle 1.3.I(B) (1) with
the distribution factors calculated using the re-
sults of finite-elenent analyses Gg) and the proce-
dure presented by Aziz et aI. l2l (Table 2) indi-
cates that the l-atter nethocls of determining the
Iateral distribution of \rheel loads on multi-T-beam
superstructures are substantially different. The
distribution factors deter¡ninecl using the stress
distributions obtaÍned fron finite-elenent analyses
and the procedure presented by Aziz et aI. (2) are
expected to be slightly higher because in both situ-
ations the superstructures are assumed to have no
inter¡nediate diaphragms. In the study by Sanders
and Elleby (3) the superstructures were assutne¿l to
have internediate diaphragms. It is ínteresting to
note, howêverr that for the structures considereil in
this study, the wheel load ¿listribution factors
deterrnined using the distribution \ of conpressive
stresaes in the flange are quite conservative in
cornparison with the load factors calculated using
the provisíons of the AASHTO specifications.

To arrive at sufficiently accurate results of
analyses of multi-T-beam superstructures, the rnoilel
used to represent the behavior of the superstructure
under load must be selected with great care. The
use of orthotropic plate theory for the analysis of
multi-T-bean superstructures nust be Limited to
those superstructures where the uniform dístribution
of transverse bending stiffness does not differ
greatly fro¡n the actual transverse bending stiffness
at any point in the flange. The finite-element
method is not limitecl to any particular geometrical
configuration, loading or support conditions, or
structuraL and material pararneters. This nethod rnay
be usecl¡ in conjunction with experimental testing of
actual brídges, as the basis of sinplified design
alds without encountering the tinitations found in
other methods of analysis.

13s

No matter what nethod of analysis is useal for
developíng design aids for determining lateraL wheel
load distribution factors for nulti-T-beam super-
structures, it is irnportant to cliscuss and clearly
indicate in the specifications the linitations of
äpplication of the ilesign aids in cletermining the
lateral distribution of v¡heel loads. This will
prevent inadvertant gross overdesigns or under-
designs.
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